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About This Game

Island Invasion is an arcade-style tower defence game with randomly generated archipelago maps and enemy waves, providing
infinite replayability and challenge.

Strategically build and upgrade a variety of towers to cover both air and sea, using the scattered islands to stage your defence.
Mine resources from the map, generating income for further expansion, and redirect the enemy by blocking the path to their

goal!

Fancy a bit of competition? Global leaderboards let you see who's dominating the ocean, then copy the map they played on to
challenge them yourself!

Key Features

Millions of potential maps to play on, and waves of enemies that change every playthrough!

Choose how you play - a continuous stream of enemies, or traditional waves

Cover two paths - air and sea - managing your defence on scattered islands

Clever placement of "path-blockers" allows you to redirect the enemy down the path you want!

3 difficulty modes, each with their own leaderboard and "theme". Survive as long as possible, then challenge others to
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beat your score!

6 unique, upgradable towers, each tailored to different situations

3 activatable support abilities to tip the balance in your favour

8 enemy variants, each with their own strengths and weaknesses, including 2 "specialist" enemies that require tactical
planning to take down! Oh, and they get more difficult as the game goes on too!

Gorgeous low-poly aesthetic

Whales
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Title: Island Invasion
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Curveball Games
Publisher:
Curveball Games
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/ 8/ 10

Processor: Intel Core i3 2Ghz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Iris 540 1Ghz

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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The screen is not optimized for Mac OS X no matter what resolution you choose. Part of the bottom of the screen is off screen
so you cannot get the map to scroll down once you scroll up.

ALSO, the game is Air & Sea units ONLY. No land creeps to worry about. It is VERY hard to place towers!!! You can only
place towers on flat land which is random, so some maps you'll just quit and try a different map. It is so frustrating watching
creeps pass by as you are frantically trying to find a spot you can place a tower on!!! Very frustrating! Terrible design choice
and a waste of time and money IMO.
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